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OUR KID, AND OTHER LONDON
AND LANCASHIRE SKETCHES.
By the rev. canon PETER GREEN,
author of " How to deal with lads," etc.
Crown Svo.   Paper as. 6d. net; cloth 35. 6d. net.
The sketches of which this book is made up attracted a great
deal of attention when they were appearing in the Manchester
Guardian.
"I have just read 'Our Kid' and have found it enlightening and enter-
taining—full of pathos and humour as an egg is full of meat, and throughout
charged with an earnest purpose. What the Canon who declined a bishopric
does not know about boys is not worth knowing, and what he can tell about
men is well worth reading. He has a geniuj for getting right into the heart
of humanity."—Church Family Newspaper t
" The sketches in Canon Peter Green's little book are old friends to readers
of this paper. But they have a quality which makes one anxious for a better
acquaintance. Each one is true in its essentials, and describes its humble
subject without patronage or false sentiment. There is a great deal of humour
in the book and a very happy blend of the greyness and gaiety which live
together in squalid streets. No one could read the sketches without liking
them."—Manchester Guardian.
A  SOUL'S   PROGRESS.
MEZZOTINTS IN  PROSE.
By P. W. ROBERTSON, M.A., Ph.D.
Demy 8vo.   8s. 6d. net.
This is a book of five studies in temperament when played upon
and modulated by the influence of some gracious and coloured
environment, "He felt the genius of places; and I sometimes think he
resembles the places he knew and liked best, and when his 4ot fell?* Dr.
Robertson might almost have taken that sentence from Waiter
Pater as the motif of his book. The hunter and the haunter of
cities will certainly care to possess and to return to this volume,
as will many readers who, in an age of emphasis, still desire to
build out of their own experience an inner spiritual city of the
nuances and refinements of memory.
Dr. Robertson has travelled far for his five types: to Alexandria
in the reign of Cleopatra, China in the eighth century, Parma in the
time of Correggio, Danzig in the seventeenth century, and.Burma
a few years ago. In a brief introduction he gives the clue to the
understanding of the spiritual unity of his book. It is a book,
also, that shows a finely-wrought style of mttcb beauty and sugges-
tiveness, the portraits being clothed in a vefbal raiment which
interprets very exactly the spirit in which they were conceived.

